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Abstract. Recoloring it is a technique for changing the color an image resulting 

in a different new one. Recoloration is a common photo edition operation since 

digital images are around every media resource and several algorithms are used 

for editing these pictures, nevertheless, recent digital cameras have increased 

enormously the quantity of pixels for producing them. This increase in the size 

of digital images makes difficult the recoloring operation. In order to solve the 

recoloring problem, there had been applied several algorithms, some algorithms 

directly detect the color by performing transformations on color representations 

to different spaces where color is easily separated but this transformation require 

several no linear operations. On the other hand, numerical parameters on CNNs 

make than this approach cannot be trained or implemented on a mobile device, 

more over the time required for computing an input image will made that the 

processed pictures be delayed continually. Considering this limitation is pro-

posed a specific short architecture for detecting a specific color in general objects 

using a feedforward neural network trained with gradient descent backpropaga-

tion with variable learning rate. 

Keywords: realtime recoloring images, artificial neural networks, gradient de-

scent backpropagation.  

1 Introduction 

Recoloring it is a technique for changing the color or the theme of an image resulting 

in a different new one with almost imperceptible changes for the human eye. Recolor-

ation is a common photo edition operation since digital images are around every media 

resource and several algorithms are used for editing these pictures. Nevertheless, recent 

digital cameras have a great quality and definition, increasing enormously the quantity 

of pixels for producing them. This increase in the size of digital images makes difficult 

the recoloring operation, especially when is required to be performed in real time, like 

is desired in an augmented reality device (Yan, Ren, & Cao, 2018). 

Augmented Reality (AR) is an emerging technology where real elements are added 

with artificial elements, allowing overlapping virtual and real environments, the use of 
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AR is not limited to visual content, but it is its most common representation using dis-

plays, cameras and sensors for the experience. This is been applied to several areas, like 

games, industry, education, communication, tourism, marketing, among others 

(Tussyadiah, Jung, & tom Dieck, 2017). 

In order to solve the recoloring problem there had been applied several algorithms, 

some algorithms directly detect the color by performing transformations on color rep-

resentations to different spaces where color is easily separated and noise or other kind 

of variations like luminance are suppressed, some of this transformations include 

change to CIE L*a*b, HSV, HSM, among others, but the required operations for com-

pletely transform the image demands high computational power due to no linearities in 

the transformations and the required operations (Montes Rivera, Padilla Díaz, & Ponce 

Gallegos, Comparative between RGB and HSV color representations for color 

segmentation when it is applied with artificial neural networks and evolutionary 

algorithms, 2016). 

Despite of the time required for changing a color representation in an image it is 

possible to determine its color only by using labeled input data with images of the color 

to detect like is described in (Montes Rivera, Padilla, Canul, Ponce, & Ochoa, 2018), 

where several colors can be classified without using any color transformation. 

The detected colors are classified with specific linear equations that describe the 

color. Coefficients in the equations are updated depending from the color to classify 

these numerical parameters which are obtained using comparatively Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithms (GA), despite of the results in (Montes 

Rivera, Padilla, Canul, Ponce, & Ochoa, 2018) working with linear equations implies 

that colors are linearly separable but in several cases this will limit the algorithm. 

Another technique that has exhibit great results recoloring pictures in Artificial In-

telligence (AI) are Artificial Neural Networks, where recently its limitation as linear 

classifiers has been improved with several hidden layers, Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU) optimization of training algorithms, regularization in training algorithms, the 

increasing access to huge labeled data sets and the improvement of processing hardware 

(Goodfellow, Bengio, & Courville, 2016).  

The Work in (Levinshtein, et al., 2017) performs Realtime recoloring of hair using 

a convolutional neural network (CNN) for detecting the hair and then performs a color 

transformation in the detected hair, the performance reported is of 300 ms per photo-

gram for mobile devices but the required time for training the large amount of data in a 

CNN makes than this approach cannot be trained on a mobil device, more over the time 

required for computing an input image will made that the processed pictures be delayed 

continually. 

On the other hand, Artificial Neural Networks with few hidden layers would produce 

good results if labeled input data is correctly introduced and algorithms for training are 

well optimized like shown in (Goodfellow, Bengio, & Courville, 2016). 

Considering this alternative is proposed a specific short architecture for detecting a 

specific color in general objects using a feedforward neural network trained with input 

data of the pixels of the objects that must be transformed, transformation is reached in 

real time decreasing the time for computing per photogram and maintaining quality 

during recoloring. 
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This paper is organized as follows, section 1 describes the problem and general ideas 

in the state of the art, section 2 describes concepts required for implementing the meth-

odology in section 3, results are shown in section 4 and section 5 expose the conclusions 

of this work based on the obtained results. 

2 Theoretical Framework 

ANNs are mathematical models that was inspired by the human nervous system, they 

can solve complex tasks by learning numerical values that represent its synapsis and 

have been used since the early 50s (Engelbrecht, 2007). The very first architectures 

were highly limited until backpropagation allow to train hidden layers allowing to sep-

arate no linearly separable classes in a supervised training algorithm which is one of 

the most popular algorithms used today in commercial applications (Goodfellow, 

Bengio, & Courville, 2016).  

Biological neurons have inputs called dendrites and a single output called axon with 

on or off state depending from the dendrites and its soma which is the body of the cell 

that classify those inputs. Synapse is the number of dendrites linked to a specific path. 

ANNs first architecture was proposed by McCuloch and Pits in 1943 has inputs ix  and 

output y  and its synapse is reproduced with iw   weights, like is shown in the figure 

bellow and its activation function representing the soma is the shown in equation 

(1) (Nguyen, Prasad, Walker, & Walker, 2003): 

 

 

Fig. 1. McCulloch and Pits ANN. 
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z  is the total input to the neuron multiplied by iw  weights, like in equation (2): 
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Despite of McCuloch and Pits neuron was the first introduced, was hardly limited 

because in it is a binary neuron that could not have several layers like occurred with the 

first ANNs and it could separate only linear classes (Goodfellow, Bengio, & Courville, 

2016). 

Backpropagation Gradient Descent is the most popular learning rule that allows to 

train ANNs with hidden layers, and it was initially used a with a sigmoid activation 

function with outputs in range 0 1y≤ ≤ , In this work is used a hyperbolic sigmoid 

activation function (3) for hidden layers since this function accelerates the convergence 

of backpropagation method: 

( )-z
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( )linear z z=   (4) 

The proposed architecture is trained using Backpropagation algorithm learn-

ing rule updating weights with equations (5) and (6): 
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the desired output in the k
y   output and k  is the index of the number of outputs, 

i  is the index for the number of connection in the j  layer of the neuron. 

3 Methodology 

The color selected for classification must be photographed in the object, then all pixels 

in the image M  are marked as white or equal to 1, in a modified image *
M in bright 

of pixels, i.e. pixels take value of 1 if they belong to the color C  or reduce its value for 

a correct classification if they do not belong, like is shown in equation (7): 

*
1                        (i, j, c) C

(i, j, c)
0.9 (i, j, c)        (i, j, c)  C

M
M

M M

∈
= 

∉

  (7) 

Output vector for training is obtaining by scanning values of *
M  if they are 1 then 

output is equal to 1 if they do not then output is equal to 0: 
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The proposed architecture (Fig. 2) then is trained with the input data M  and the 

desired output data O , using those transfer functions suggested in section 2.  

ANN output is maintained as line for having a scalar value indicating a percentage 

of security of activation when 1 will represent 100%, since desired output is 0 or 1 

depending from *
M . 

 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture for recoloring objects of a specific color. 

After that colors of pixels detected by neural network are transformed by following 

and equation depending from its RGB values equation (7): 
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I( , , )
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=   
      

 (9) 

4 Results 

Some of images used as input data are shown below, the images labeled by the user (
*

M ) are shown in the first row of Fig. 3 and the original images ( M ) are in the second 

row Fig. 3 as described in equation (7) 

 

Fig. 3. Training input example for color transformation. 

Then the ANN with architecture in Fig. 2 is trained using the input M in and the 

output O obtained from *
M  using equation (8). 

The training response for green color using the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Training response for ANN proposed. 

The processed images presented as results are generated with MatlabTM using a PC  

with Core I7 6700 3.4 Ghz processor  and parallel computing toolbox using NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX 970, the parallelizing allows to process every pixel in the images with 

960x720 resolution reaching 8.1483 Frames Per Second (FPS), the images are acquired 

using a SamsungTM S Note 8 cellphone wireless connected to the computer using 

DroidCamTM app, for sending the images to the computer. 

Figures from 5 to 9 shows a comparison between processed image and original trans-

forming its color using  0.7R G R= +  B B= , 0G =  as functions described in equation 

(9), maintaining an equation structure depending from color makes possible to retain 

bright of colors and shadows.  

 

Fig. 5. Result 1 recoloring image (right processed image, left original image). 

 

Fig. 6. Result 2 recoloring image (right processed image, left original image). 
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Fig. 7. Result 3 recoloring image (right processed image, left original image). 

 

Fig. 8. Result 4 recoloring image (right processed image, left original image). 

 

Fig. 9. Result 5 recoloring image (right processed image, left original image). 

Table 1. Comparative of number of layers for recoloring images. 

Work described Type of ANN Layers Accuracy 

(Baldassarre, 

Gnzalez Moríın, 

& Rodés-

Guirao, 2017) 

CNN 14 80% 

(Zhang, y otros, 

2017) 

CNN 27 Uses predicting gray 

for every pixel (PSNR 

22.8)  

(Ci, Ma, Wang, 

Li, & Luo, 2018) 

CNN 12 Uses Mean opinion 

score (MOS)   

This work Feedforward ANN 2 Only training measure 

1.6e-3 Mean Square 

Error (MSE) 
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This work uses a feedforward ANN with the architecture described in Fig 2. For 

recoloring a specific color and like is described in table 1 its comparison with other 

architectures is minimal making that this ANN become a good model specially when 

computational power is reduced and real-time is required, nevertheless some of the 

other architectures work with several colors in the same ANN, but require deep Con-

volutional Neural Networks (CNNs). 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper is presented a recoloring technique for fast computation that runs real time 

recoloration with pictures acquired from a cellphone and processed using a feedforward 

neural network with only 2 layers, the labeled input colors are selected by the user for 

its change and then are trained in the neural network using gradient descent backprop-

agation with variable learning rate. 

The recoloring task is performed with a very short neural network compared with 

those in the state of art detailed in table 1. 

Despite of the reduced ANN architecture there are not important errors on the detec-

tion of the trained color like is shown in figures 5 to 9, however, there must be evaluated 

the efficiency of the algorithm comparing pictures received against pictures desired in 

order to measure the possible error. 

The proposed technique allows the user to train a pattern color recognition by only 

selecting the color that must be detected, the training does not require great computa-

tional power since only 2 layers are needed, moreover, with the proposed equation (9) 

is possible to transform the object only in color but maintaining original bright and 

shadows. 

Since the processing speed remains only in 8.1483 FPS for images with 960x720 

resolution, a different platform from MatlabTM with lower level laguage must be tested, 

nevertheless, getting this behavior without deep neural networks like in other works, 

allows to perform real-time recoloration, that could be used in augmented reality de-

vices, and even in devices with less computational power than a computer like cell-

phones. 

5.1 Future Work 

Development of application in C++ interface in order to directly developing a CUDATM 

kernel and perform its adaptation to the android system using openGLTM for paralleliz-

ing the colors detection and adapting the algorithm for processing and acquiring com-

pletely in the cellphone.  

Perform a cross validation where desired output images not used during the training 

be taken for cross validation and efficiency evaluation. 

Apply the recoloring technique here proposed in a real time application using a cell-

phone for recoloring objects that are difficult to perceive for colorblind people and as-

sist them by modifying colors in Ishihara plates test, helping them to pass it or testing 

this situation in real environments where is required the modifying of a color for per-

ceiving it. 
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